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Wind Brush 
e Easy automatic cleaning by air flow
e Compact with one-touch connection with vacuum 
cleaners, etc. 
e Short time cleaning (l -2min)o
• Adhesives are collected by a vacuum cleaner while
cleaning and do not pollute the surrounding environment.
e Since the entire filter receives air blow, there is no uneven 
cleaning.
e One-touch attachment and removal
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Revolutionary filter cleaning
The troublesome 
work up to now can 
be omitted

Patent pending

Cleaning principle

High-efficiency cleaning (removal rate of 90% or 
more) has been achieved using centrifugal forces 
due to high-speed rotation and air injection cleaning 
force.
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■ Revolutionary filter cleaning 

Wind Brush

Device configuration
e Filter rotary blow with uniquely developed nozzle shape

SUCTION STRUCTURE
The filter is rotated using the suction air from the 
nozzle, and the filter is cleaned at high speed by 
using centrifugal force. 

e Simple brake mechanism
After cleaning the filter, the rotation can be forcibly 
stopped by the manual and immediately taken out 
of the filter.

e Easy-to-install filter structure
Can be opened the lid with a single touch and can 
be easily attached the filter to the fixture. 
Prevention of dust adhesion on the inner surface 
of the hopper

e  Providing a guide on the hopper's upper surface 
prevents dust from staying on the upper part of the 
hopper and restrain dust adhesion on the hopper's wall 
surface. 

Efficiently discharging dust from the hopper 
prevents re-adhesion of dust to the filter.
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Device connection example

AUTOLOADER Cyclone 

*These specifications are subject to change without notice. 

*Please read the instruction manual carefully before use. 
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Can be connected directly 
to a vacuum cleaner 
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Total Systems Engineer 

KAWATA MFG. CO., LTD. 

HEAD OFFICE /Phone.81-6-6531-8211 Fax.81-6-6531-8216 
SALES OFFICE 
[CHINA] KAWATA MACH. MFG. (SHANGHAI) CO., LTD. 

□ Shanghai Office /Phone.86-21-6289-8989 
□ Dalian Office /Phone.86-411-8753-8921 
□Tianjin Offioe /Phone.86-22-2370-7800 
□ Shenzhen Offioe /Phone.86-755-8229-5250 
□ Guangzhou Office/Phone.86-20-3402-5200 

[HONG KONG] KAWATA MACHINERY(HK)LTD. /Phone.852-3118-1326 
[TAIWAN R.O.C] TAIWAN KAWATA CO., LTD. /Phone.886-3-534-1847 
[THAILAND] KAWATA (THAILAND) CO., LTD. /Phone.66-2-692-1331 
[VIETNAM] KAWATA (THAILAND) CO., LTD. 

□ Hanoi Representative Offioe /Phone.84-4-2225-0155 
□ Ho Chi Minh Representative Offioe /Phone.84-8-6290-2503 

[MALAYSIA] KAWATA MARKETING. SDN. BHD. /Phone.60-6-765-5628 
[SINGAPORE] KAWATA PACIFIC PTE. LTD. /Phone.65-5286-8817 
[INDONESIA] PT. KAWATA MARKETING /Phone.62-21-5790-0852 

INDONESIA 
[PHILIPPINES] KAWATA THAILAND CO., LTD. REPRESENTATIVE Office 

/Phone. 63-2-681-517 4 

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION /Phone.81-6-6531-2914 Fax.81-6-6531-8216 

[U.S.AJ KAWATA U.S.A.,Inc, /Phone.1-847-379-1449  
[INDIAJ PREVISION WORLD (INDIA) PVT. LTD. 

□ Delhi Offioe /Phone.91-11-4653-8972 □ Chennai Office/Phone.91-44-4273-8662 
□ Pune Offioe/Phone.91-20-6510-4700 

[MEXICO] KAWATA-MACHINERY MEXICO S.A.de C.V. /Phone.52-442-277-4679 

PLANT 
[CHINA] KAWATA MACH. MFG. (SHANGHAI) CO., LTD./Phone.86-21-6289-8989 
[INDONESIA] PT. KAWATA INDONESIA /Phone.62-21-8984-4560 

Dimensional outline drawing

Air outlet

This figure is a typical case of standard specifications. It may be slightly 
different depending on the specifications.

VACUUM LOADER
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